On the protein-protein diffusional encounter complex.
When two proteins diffuse together to form a bound complex, an intermediate is formed at the end-point of diffusional association which is called the encounter complex. Its characteristics are important in determining association rates, yet its structure cannot be directly observed experimentally. Here, we address the problem of how to construct the ensemble of three-dimensional structures which constitute the protein-protein diffusional encounter complex using available experimental data describing the dependence of protein association rates on mutation and on solvent ionic strength and viscosity. The magnitude of the association rates is fitted well using a variety of definitions of encounter complexes in which the two proteins are located at up to about 17 A root-mean-squared distance from their relative arrangement in the bound complex. Analysis of the ionic strength dependence of bimolecular association rates shows that this is determined to a greater extent by the (protein charge) - (salt ion) separation distance than by the protein-protein charge separation distance. Consequently, ionic strength dependence of association rates provides little information about the geometry of the encounter complex. On the other hand, experimental data on electrostatic rate enhancement, mutation and viscosity dependence suggest a model of the encounter complex in which the two proteins form a subset of the contacts present in the bound complex and are significantly desolvated.